Introduction
The high-speed development of international trade is one of the most important sign of economic globalization. We can find that the growth rate of world international trade is more than the growth rate of world economy. As a major way of global logistics and an important factor of economic globalization, ocean transport becomes more and more important. Modern seaports have become critical nodes in complex logistics chains. Seaports that fail to establish themselves as key players in the optimization process unfolding within such logistics chains are in danger of 'missing the boat' and being disregarded as ports of call on international freight routes.
In an era of economic globalization ports are evolving rapidly from being traditional land/sea interface to providers of complete logistics networks. This means ports have to face many challenges due to unpredictable environmental changes and trends in the shipping, port and logistics industries. It is estimated that 90% of the world internationally traded goods are imported or exported by sea. And the container transportation has become the most important way to global trade.
As the rapid development of Asia-Pacific region's economy, the world economic center has been transferred into this area step by step. In terms of annual container throughputs, 9 Asian ports are ranked among the top10 container ports in the world and 6 of them are Chinese ports which rank second, third, forth, seventh, eighth and tenth respectively. Amongst Asian economies, the Chinese economy is regarded as the world's most fascinating in the modern era. The proportion of container transport is getting higher and higher and it is the future trend of ocean shipping development. So container transport is an important aspect in port competitiveness research. shows that it is the same at the two ports. Stevedoring, piloting and tug charges are the three major port costs incurred in calling at a mainland Chinese port.
Together, they account for about 90% of the total direct cost of a vessel's call at port. By broadly comparing the cost associated with the port calls of ships of similar size, it is self-evident that Ningbo possesses a definite price advantage.
3) Informationization level
Informationization level is also an important index of hub ports. The efficiency of port works could be increased by high informationization level. The informationization level depends on the implement condition of EDI.
Shanghai port has paid much attention to promote informatization and advanced equipments. The service objects of EDI platform are wide, which include government, port authority, liner, ship agent, cargo agent, tally company and so son. Especially in recent years, Shanghai has accelerated the construction of port infrastructure.
Comparatively speaking, although Ningbo port has started the development of EDI system, the coverage rate is much lower than in Shanghai port because of the backward equipments and it limit the further development of Ningbo port. 
where:
ABSGR 1 : Absolute increment of container throughput in portiduringtheperiodoft0tot1.
SHARE 1: Share increment of container throughput in portiduringtheperiodoft0tot1.
TEU it1: Container throughput in portiatt1.
TEU it0: Container throughput in portiatt0.
n: The number of ports in the port cluster.
We can get the information of competition between a port and other ports in the port cluster by calculating the net shift. It indicates that the competition level is high if the net shift between ports is high. This study will use the formula to measure the net shift as follow:
Where,
VOLSHIFT:
The shift increment between ports in a port Jia-bin Li․Su-Ho Lee -571 -cluster.
Location quotient analysis
The Interpreting the Location Quotient is very simple. Only three general outcomes are possible when calculating location quotients. These outcomes are as follows:
Suppose the LQ of a region or nation is 1, it indicates that this department is specialized in the region or nation if the value of LQ is more than 1. The greater the value of LQ is, the stronger the attraction for the industry in such area becomes.
In this study, hinterland location quotient model will be applied to analysis the port hinterland analysis, the model can be set up as follow: 
Empirical analysis

Analysis of concentration ratio
Every port belongs to a port cluster, so we should analyze the post's status in the port cluster it belongs to when we research the market share of port. In this study, shift-share model will be used to calculate the concentration according to the port's container throughput, and identify the role of every port in the Shanghai International Shipping Center. 
Location quotient analysis
According to the research above, we can guess that twin hub ports (Shanghai port and Ningbo port) will appear in the Shanghai port, Ningbo port's hinterland is confined in Zhejiang Province. So in this part, we aim to the change process of the two ports' competitiveness in Zhejiang Province. Fig. 4 The conception of one hub port system 
Conclusions
The conclusion of this study include two aspects, one is status in the Shanghai International Shipping Center of Shanghai port and Ningbo port, the other is the competition of hinterland in Zhejiang Province between the two ports which shows the partition of the hinterland of them in Zhejiang Province. 
Twin hub container ports model
